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Michael’s Agile Journey
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Goal of Today’s Discussion

We know that focusing 
on people and 

interactions is more 
valuable than process 

and tools… 

But what does that 
really mean? How can 

we operationalize that? 

SaFE

Pivotal

Flow

Scrum

Devops

The way we used to work

Kanban

Story Points

Jira

SaFE

The way we’d like to work



Mindset

Behavior

Culture

Style

Expectations

Attitudes

Conduct

Many Ideas, Simplified



Plan for Today
• Introduce the model and some implied obligations of 

organizational leaders
• Using the fictional Pacifica Bank and its digital / agile 

transformation, demonstrate in context leadership consistent 
with the model, and some enabling frameworks you might 
find useful.

• We’ll cover meetings in general, and the process / tech arch 
simulation in particular as a great example of people & 
interaction focus.

• Then, depending on time, we will cover your choices of:
• Roles on teams
• Team structures
• Responsibility-based planning, and
• A3 Problem Solving

• At end, you will have actionable, concrete ideas for honoring the 
first Agile value, People over Process. 





Lots of Productive Focus on Process





Leadership for Agility



Leadership for Agility

A Framework is like scaffolding 
helping teams build with RAE. 
Examples:

• Great meetings
• Scrum boards
• A3’s
• Team structures & roles
• The Amazon memo
• Integrating Events
• Lean tools (Ishikawa 7)



Special Obligations of 
Organizational Leaders



Balance “Agile” & “Planful” 
Management 

Manufacturing-Like
Repetitive, 

predictable,
stable; execution 

focus 

New Product 
Development-Like

Novel, 
unpredictable; 
learning focus

Predictive process control:
Standardize, measure, and 
incremental continuous 
improvement

Adaptive process control:
Build knowledge, enable 
expertise, experiment and 
adjust



Introducing Pacifica Bank

Photo from https://www.raconteur.net/business-innovation/future-workplace-2018/design-successful-work-space



Doing the digital /agile 
transformation! 

Found a 
business 
line to go 

first Designated a 
talented, 

experienced 
product 
manager

Found value 
to deliver: 
hedging 

services for 
smaller firms

Hired 
consultants, 

bought tools, 
and built 

joint team

Built out 
backlog and 

technical 
architecture 

(including 
public cloud)



Do planning poker.  
Assign story points.  
Then allocate the 

backlog to the sprints!

I understand the 
mechanics, and want 

to try to be agile.  But..
What???!!???

Stuck!



Why is the team stuck? 

The architecture isn’t fleshed out to design level, so Fibonacci estimates for 
many items seem impossible and useless.

Without detailed designs and estimates, the team doesn’t understand 
how it can commit to a delivery date.

The scrum approach being taught assumes the user story is the unit of 
development and needs to be done within a single 2-week sprint.  
How would this work with several different departments, systems, and 
companies involved? 

The key vendor partner is not deeply involved in the core project team, and 
the details of their involvement is uncertain. 



To Get Unstuck, Return to Foundational 
Leadership, Lean & Agile Principles

Action

Focus first on people, ensure 
team has expertise & teamwork 

it needs

Pacifica sponsor, collaborating with CIO & 
Consultancy, bring trusted delivery 

executive in as consultant to help team

Collaboration over Contracts
Key vendor partner asked to join team and 

help design the solution

Leadership: Focus on Rigor, 
Alignment, & Efficiency

Consultant helps structure “extraordinarily 
well-prepared meeting” for team

Meeting 
Outcome

Team agrees it needs more work on 
technical design & plan.  On to business 

process / technical architecture simulation!

Principle



Prepare Conduct Conclude

Extraordinarily Great Meetings

• Set simple & achievable 
objective

• Layout visible & active 
path to achieve; 
activities

• Get the “who” right: 
involved, roles / 
responsibilities

• Curate the physical (or 
online) environment

• Ensure alignment on the 
way in

• Make path visible & 
start down it

• Control the flow: rules 
& agreements, 
activities

• Conduct the activities 
(e.g., Tool Demos)

• Have others do the 
work

• Deal with disruptions 
& path divergences

• Check for alignment

• Agree on 
communication of 
results

• Set next steps



If a meeting doesn’t best 
support our leadership 

goals of 

Rigor, Alignment, 
Efficiency

Use a different 
mechanism! 



The Business Process / Technical 
Architecture Simulation Meeting

Rigor

EfficiencyAlignment

The objective is to gain broad  understanding & 
alignment among our team members on several 
foundational items:
• The business processes we expect, starting 

with our customers and ending with provision 
of value

• The technology architecture that will support 
this business processes, including the 
technology components, what they each will 
do and what changes are required to 
accomplish this

• High fidelity between the processes and the 
technologies

• “Business” people understand technology, 
and “technology” people understand the 
business processes

• Relationships established among broad array 
of team members and leaders



Simulating At Scale: The Wells Fargo Elves



The Business 
Process / 
Technical 

Architecture 
Room Setup

(Pre-
pandemic)

Architecture Diagram Wall



The Architecture Simulation

Prepare:
• Get architecture on big 

wall
• Arrange room to 

encourage interation

Conduct:
• First architecture, then 

business processes
• Audience participation
• Make it physical
• Make it human
• Have fun!

Rigor, Alignment, 
Efficiency



Pacifica’s Turn to Execution

Improve 
Connections

Individuals & 
Interactions over 
Processes & Tools



Fit Roles to People 
and Context, Not 

Just People to 
Methodology-
Defined Roles



• Drawn from Toyota product 
development

• Compare to tech lead

• Senior, connected, 
respected

• Few direct reports, but 
overall technical delivery 
leader

• Often speaks for team 
externally

Chief Engineer

• Core team asked for this 
role to help coordinate test 
planning & execution 
across teams

• Focus on test 
environments, data, defect 
management

• With tech project manager, 
leads integrating events

Test Manager

• Reports to Chief Engineer

• Helps coordinate cross-
team schedules and issue 
resolutions

• Manages financials

• Connect to peripheral tech 
groups

• Tech and organizationally 
savvy

Technical Project 
Manager

Pacifica Adds Three Key Roles

& now feels free to leverage and recruit other special skills, such as reliability/support 
engineer, test analysts, systems analysts, and whatever role fits and is available.



Pacifica Improves Leadership 
Connections

Build projects around 

motivated individuals.

Give them the environment 

and support they need,

and trust them to get the job 

done.

Love the emphasis on 
our team, but we 

could really use some 
more regular 

structure, help, and 
governance. 



Structure People & Interactions 
for Rigor, Alignment, & Efficiency

• What are the teams? 

• Who are the members 
& the leaders? 

• How are they regularly 
connected? 

• How are they steered & 
coordinated? 

• How are they connected 
to senior leadership for 
help, guidance, and 
critical decisions? 







Thinking about “right” 
way to create silos

Marty Cagan, INSPIRED: How to Create Tech Products Customers Love

Matthew Skelton & Manual Pais,  Team Topologies



Pacifica Adopts Responsibility-
Based Planning
• Leadership fits process to context…RAE
• Multiple expert groups each have critical elements to 

contribute to solution
• The elements must integrate flawlessly or solution fails

• The integration is complex & novel, so complete upfront 
specification is impossible and/or ineffective

• The various 
contributing groups 
have their own internal 
dynamics – historical or 
intentional (to enable 
creativity & knowledge 
building)



Responsibility-Based Planning
1.  Cross-functional  team led by Chief 
Engineer establishes & manages delivery 
plan, anchored by scheduled Integrating 
Events 

2.  Each expert 
team uses 
whatever 
methods it 
chooses..just
delivers! 

3.  Intensive 
testing, highly 
planned & 
coordinated, 
done at each 
event.

Delivery Teams

4. 
Adjust 
plan 
& on 
to 
next 
event! 



The 
Responsibility-

Based 
Planning 

Meeting (Pre-
pandemic)



Pacifica’s Starting Timeline

RolloutPilot
Final
Debug

Code
Complete



From Timeline & Events to Plan

• Breakout by team and establish small set of milestones and key activities  
(stickies).

• Present them to group one by one, and adjust / add / remove as needed. 

• Test team proposes how they want to 
manage the integrating events, test 
environments, test data, code 
migrations, and defect management.

• Change management weighs in its 
needs for training, metrics, marketing, 
sales.

• Project manager leads the 
documentation, so each team can do 
its own detailed planning in its own 
way to ensure they can deliver as 
expected to each integrating event. 



Team Team Average Team High Vote Team Low Vote

PacificaBank.com 80% Reasonably Assured 100% Total Confidence 60% A Good Shot at It

Integration Bus 80% Reasonably Assured 100% Total Confidence 40% If All Goes Well

MyHedge 60% A Good Shot At It 80% Reasonably Assured 20% A Hope But Not Likely

CurrX 40% If All Goes Well 60% A Good Shot At It 20% A Hope But Not Likely

Testing 80% Reasonably Assured 80% Reasonably Assured 60% A Good Shot At It

Change Management 80% Reasonably Assured 100% Total Confidence 60% A Good Shot at It

Total 80% Reasonably Assured 100% Total Confidence 20% A Hope But Not Likely

Check For 
Alignment



Simplified Example of Responsibility-Based Plan 
from US Bank Instant Mortgage



“U.S. Bank is the first lender to go to market with 

technology which can validate both income and assets 

and evaluate creditworthiness at the time the mortgage 

application is submitted.”

“With the home equity offerings, U.S. Bank is the first 

large bank to provide homeowners the simplified 

experience of digitally syncing their home equity 

application with other trusted third-party sources of 

digital information such as online tax preparation and 

payroll platforms.”

“The digital tools come with access to the same 

experienced staff, attractive rates and commitment to 

security that customers have come to expect from the 

nation’s fifth-largest bank.”

“Any of the applications can be completed on a mobile 

device, tablet or desktop computer. It takes about 15 

minutes to complete a home equity application and 30 

minutes for a mortgage application. The simplified 

applications allow borrowers to upload any required 

documents, track application status and electronically 

sign disclosures through a single, secure digital hub.”

“U.S. Bank worked with San Francisco-based Blend 

Labs Inc., a fintech software company, on the home 

mortgage and home equity enhancement.”



Problem-
Solving:

The Lean A3 
Framework



• Smaller businesses have simpler 
but more numerous hedge sets 
to manage

• The architecture doesn’t handle 
this well

• No easy fix; need to make a 
significant change in deployment 
strategy, can’t get done until 
product release six months out.

• What should the team do about 
its plan?

Now is when the focus on people 
and interactions should pay off 
most: handling a major problem! 

Pacifica’s Partner Finds a Problem



• Cultural practice developed at Toyota.  Named for the large size 
of paper used in Japan.

• Goal is one page (easier if big paper).  In practice often has 
appendices or runs on to two pages when using standard sized 
paper. 

• Several types
• Problem solving is most common (Plan Do Check Act)
• Strategy A3 used in planning
• Project initiation is a useful adaptation (one page SOW)

• Emphasizes facts presented visually.  Conciseness is key.

• The development process & socialization (“nemewashi”) more 
important than the document itself

Toyota’s A3 Framework: Bringing Rigor,
Alignment, & Efficiency





An informal process of 
quietly laying the foundation 
for some proposed change 
or project, by talking to the 
people concerned, gathering 
support and feedback, and 
so forth. 

Building consensus.





Leadership for Agility: Some Ideas To Try
• Train leaders in meeting facilitation techniques
• Resolve to have better meetings; spend more time 

preparing
• Do a simulation
• Examine team structures and see how you might 

improve them
• How are senior executives involved? Probably room 

for improvement.
• Do an A3 for a problem or to start a new initiative
• Customize physical room setup for each meeting 

based on goals and leadership principles
• Stop projecting at meetings! Use whiteboards, 

stickies…be physical. 
• Get others to do the work at meetings. 
• Put methods in their place…knowledge & good 

practices.  Not cookbooks. 
• Hand out copies of my books and have discussion 

groups. 



For more information:

TheTalesOfAgility.com

Or

Amazon or other 
online booksellers

Email:
MKieLevine@Hotmail.com


